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A message to our clients 

Fiscal Engineers held its latest Investment & Risk Committee meeting (IRC) on 16th May 2017, shortly 
before the inconclusive general election.   

It may feel to many as though we have experienced an endless cycle of democracy over the past two 
years starting with 2015’s Scottish independence referendum; then last year’s EU referendum; followed 
by the election of Donald Trump as President of the United States at the back-end of 2016; and 
finally the current hung parliament.  As we write, the UK begins its tough negotiations with the EU 
over Brexit, with no clear idea of where we will end up.  The recent terrorist atrocities in Manchester 
and London and the sense of anger and sorrow over the appalling tower-block fire in Kensington, 
has, for many, lead to a sense of unease and a general sombre mood in the country.  

Perhaps this needs to be balanced by the incredible sense of community that these tragic events has 
engendered and a stoic commitment that each one of us feels to preserving our values and freedoms 
in the face of those who seek to destroy them.  Despite the politicking and point scoring of politicians, 
our democratic process endures and we will have a government in place, as we move forward, of one 
hue or another. 

From an investment perspective, portfolios have benefited from strong markets, a weakening Pound 
and falling bond yields, despite all that is going on.  Looking forward, no-one knows what will happen, 
either in the geo-political world or the capital markets.  As such, our only true defence against the 
uncertainty of the future is to remain highly diversified across companies, markets and asset classes, 
own an appropriate amount of high quality defensive bonds to balance equity risks, and to maintain the 
discipline of sticking with the programme.  Feelings of general unease about the world should not lead 
to changes in your portfolio, which is designed to weather market storms. 

These investment minutes cover some important issues that form part of that programme, reinforcing 
the efficacy of our approach. At times of uncertainty it is worth remembering the oft-quoted words of 
John Bogle, a founding father of passive, low cost investing: 

“This too shall pass!” 

We trust that you find this insight interesting. If you would like to talk further about any issues raised in 
this document, please call. 

The Team at Fiscal Engineers 

Tel: 0115 9555600 
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The purpose of the IRC 
The IRC is the formal body that is responsible for the governance of the investment process at Fiscal 
Engineers.  Meetings are held twice a year, but can be called on an ad hoc basis if circumstances 
warrant it.  To recap, the purpose of the IRC is to: 

 Define and implement a risk-focused approach to investing. 
 Continually test, refine and reaffirm its investment process including: the firm’s investment 

philosophy; the structure of client portfolios; the asset classes (e.g. equities, bonds, commercial 
property) that it uses or excludes; and the ‘best-in-class’ funds that provide access to the 
rewards of desired asset classes. 

 Employ best-practice fiduciary standards in overseeing the investment program. 
 Help educate clients about what they own and why they own it. 

1 IRC meeting proceedings 

1.1 Introduction 

The formal IRC meeting took place on 16th May, 2016 and a quorum was present.   

Attending the meeting were: Shane Mullins, Ian Rodger (Meeting Chair), Dave Till and Kevin Bunting 
of Fiscal Engineers, Tim Hale and Ben Edwards of Albion Strategic Consulting, Dr Rob Webb from 
Nottingham University Business School and Neil Wright, who is a tax accountant by background. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed, previous follow-up actions revisited and the 
minutes were duly signed off by the Chairman.   A number of regular agenda items were discussed and 
the following decisions were made: 

1.2 Key decisions summary 

 Systematic vs. judgemental approaches (active forecasting): the IRC reviewed evidence on 
both sides of the argument, but remains convinced that a systematic pure asset class buy-hold-
rebalance approach continues to be in our clients’ best interests.  We reassure clients that we 
always remain open to challenge. 

 Product due diligence:  all product due diligence is up to date.  A review of all funds in client 
portfolios confirms that the IRC has confidence in their ability to deliver the risk-return 
characteristics sought. The Transact platform was also reviewed and based on the three key 
metrics of functionality, costs and financial strength the IRC are satisfied that it is still best 
placed to meet our client’s requirements. 

 Portfolio review: the past year has seen favourable, positive returns on client portfolios along 
the risk spectrum.  The IRC wishes to reiterate that strong positive market returns are due to 
markets, not Fiscal Engineers!  There is always a possibility that some or all of these returns 
could be given back in the future, although regular rebalancing locks in some of the gains.  We 
can control the sound, diversified structure of client portfolios, but not the rise and fall of the 
markets. 

 Asset class research: at present, there are no changes to asset classes held in portfolios. 
Infrastructure was briefly reviewed.  The momentum effect – where investments that have done 
well continue to do so for a period of time (and vice versa) delivering a premium relative to the 
market – remains ‘on watch’ pending further academic research and discussion. 

 Strategy affirmation: the IRC concluded that no changes to either portfolio structure or 
recommended fund products are required at this time.  It is entirely comfortable with the firm’s 
client portfolio strategies. 



2 2017 – Market overview 
The IRC spent some time reviewing both the longer-term and shorter-term asset class and portfolio 
outcomes, as it always does.  All asset classes have delivered positive nominal returns over ten, five 
and one-year periods to the end of March 2017.  Over the past ten years, the UK, emerging market 
equities and value stocks have underperformed global markets, whilst small cap stocks have performed 
well.  Owning a diversified portfolio ensures that extreme returns in markets and asset classes are 
smoothed out.  It is important to remember that no-one has the ability to pick next year’s winning 
companies, markets or asset classes, as we will demonstrate in Section 6. 

The positive start to 2017, on the back of strong markets in 2016, whilst pleasing, represents market 
noise. Investing is a long-term game where for every couple of steps forward, there is usually a step 
back at some point. 

3 Maintaining a bias to UK equities in portfolios 
Currently, the growth component (equities and commercial property) of client portfolios has a ‘home 
bias’.  In simple terms, this means that the allocation made to the UK stock market is higher than its 
actual share of global market capitalisation (i.e. the value of all listed companies listed on global stock 
markets).  Traditionally, UK investors – particularly those using stockbrokers – have tended to weight 
the UK heavily, concentrating on large, well-known companies or UK mutual funds.  Over the past 
decade or so, as globalisation has increased and more high quality non-UK focused investment product 
has become available, there has been a growing trend toward diversifying away from the UK.   

Today, the UK market represents around 8% of global market capitalisation.  At Fiscal Engineers, the 
growth component of client portfolios holds around 35% of UK equities and 5% of UK commercial 
property REITs.  This is lower than a more traditional approach, but above that of a market-capitalisation 
weighted approach. 

The most suitable level of home bias is an ongoing debate that is raised in the IRC on a regular basis.  
Its conclusion is that, given there is no absolute right or wrong decision, a decrease in home bias would 
be driven by the need to mitigate unwarranted incremental risks in the portfolio.  Over the long term, 
our assumption is that the cost of capital (risk) of investing in the UK or other developed markets is the 
same, and therefore the expected returns are the same.  In addition, many UK-listed companies operate 
on a global basis e.g. BP, HSBC; in fact, around 70-80% of all earnings from FTSE 100 companies 
come from outside of the UK, providing strong global diversification.  Given this large overseas 
influence, it is fallacious to believe that UK-listed stocks somehow avoid non-Sterling currency exposure 
risks, an argument used by some for home bias.   

Risks that potentially exist are increased company exposure concentrations and sector biases relative 
to a global position.  Albion has an analytical tool that reviews stock holdings in the growth portion of 
Fiscal’s client portfolios, which was reviewed by the IRC.  The table on the following page reveals that 
stock concentration is not an issue at present, with the largest holding representing only 1.5% of the 
growth assets allocation.  The top 10 holdings represent around 10% of the growth assets.  It is worth 
noting that the top 10 holdings in the FTSE 100 Index represent around 45% of assets.  Fiscal’s portfolio 
holds over 11,000 different securities. 

  



Table 1: Fiscal’s growth asset holdings diversification 

Top 20 holdings Holding 

HSBC Holdings PLC 1.5% 

BP PLC 1.4% 

Land Securities Group PLC 1.1% 

British American Tobacco PLC 1.1% 

Royal Dutch Shell PLC Class A 1.1% 

GlaxoSmithKline PLC 1.0% 

Royal Dutch Shell PLC B 1.0% 

British Land Co PLC 0.9% 

AstraZeneca PLC 0.8% 

Vodafone Group PLC 0.7% 

Diageo PLC 0.7% 

Segro PLC 0.6% 

Hammerson PLC 0.6% 

Rio Tinto PLC 0.5% 

BHP Billiton PLC 0.5% 

Lloyds Banking Group PLC 0.5% 

Glencore PLC 0.5% 

Apple Inc 0.5% 

Unilever PLC 0.5% 

Prudential PLC 0.5% 

% of portfolio in top 10 holdings 10.6% 

% of portfolio in top 20 holdings 16.2% 

% of portfolio in top 30 holdings 20.3% 

% of portfolio in top 50 holdings 25.8% 

% of portfolio in top 100 holdings 33.4% 

% of portfolio in top 500 holdings 52.0% 

% of portfolio in top 1000 holdings 60.4% 

% of portfolio in top 2000 holdings 69.1% 
Total number of unique holdings ≈ 11300 

 

The IRC has agreed that no changes will be made to the UK allocation at this time, but has requested 
that further analysis be provided to the Committee for review and discussion at the next meeting. 

4 Should we worry about a rise in bond yields? 
For several years since the credit crisis, Fiscal’s advisers have been asked by clients, on occasion, why 
portfolios hold short-dated bonds instead of cash, given that yields ‘are going to rise’ (when yields rise, 
bond prices fall).  This has not yet happened.  Investors holding cash over the past decade would have 
lost -1.5% a year in purchasing power terms (after inflation) turning £1,000 into £860.  Investors in the 
Dimensional Global Short-Dated Bond Fund received a positive real return of 0.5%, leading to a modest 



rise to £1,050 in purchasing power.  Trying to guess when yields will rise is an extremely difficult and, 
in this instance, costly game to play. 

It is true that bond yields are exceptionally low in comparison to the past and at some stage in the future 
investors can, perhaps, expect to receive higher yields, after inflation.  The trouble is that we have no 
idea when or by what magnitude yields will rise.  Japan, where yields have remained low for more than 
two decades, is a case in point.   

On average, over time, sitting in short-dated bonds is likely to deliver a higher return than cash as 
investors are by and large compensated for lending longer, and a portfolio of constantly maturating 
bonds benefits from something called roll-down yield (yields fall as a bond’s time to maturity shortens 
and small capital gains are made).  These are estimated to be up to 0.5% per annum. 

The IRC considers that the Dimensional Global Short-dated Bond Fund remains a core component of 
defensive assets and attempting to time between bonds and cash is an active decision with unknown 
odds of success. 

Security is also a key consideration when looking at investments.  Whilst the likelihood a banking 
institution used for cash will fail is extremely low, if there is a failure, the potential outcome for investors 
can be disastrous.  Remember, current protection levels mean that only the first £85,000 of deposited 
funds with an institution is guaranteed to be returned.   With substantial funds to invest, getting full 
protection is therefore difficult, time consuming and sometimes just not possible.  This low probability, 
high impact scenario has been seen before – we all remember Lehman Brothers filing for bankruptcy 
in 2008. 

The Global Short-Dated Bond Fund spreads monies across, currently, 167 different issuers; that’s 
around 0.6% per holding.  This diversity adds a level of security.  It should also be noted that the fund 
has never seen a default. 

5 Active managers fail to meet their promises 
The IRC regularly reviews the latest research supporting, or challenging, the use of a systematic 
(passive), rather than a judgemental (active forecasting) approach to managing money.  The incumbent 
strategy – selected based on the evidence available – is to adopt a systematic approach to capturing 
market returns.   A recent, compelling piece of evidence is summarised below. 

Data from the Standard & Poors Index Versus Active (SPIVA) Report illustrates that promises made by 
fund managers to beat the market after fees are hard to keep.  This US study now has a 15-year data 
record that reveals that the longer the period under review, the higher the percentage of active funds 
that are beaten by their benchmarks.  The report provides no distinction between skill and luck.  Just 
because a manager beats the benchmark does not automatically mean he or she is skilled. 

Table3: US percentage of active managers underperforming - 15 years to year-end 2016 

All US 
equity 

US large 
equity 

US large 
value 
equity 

US small 
cap equity 

US small 
value 
equity 

International 
equity 

Emerging 
market eq. 

82% 92% 79% 93% 81% 89% 90% 

US REIT 
(property) 

US Govt. 
long bond 

US Govt. 
short bond 

Investment 
grade long 

Investment 
grade short 

High yield 
bonds 

Global 
bond 

82% 97% 86% 97% 73% 96% 69% 

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices1  

 
1  http://us.spindices.com/resource-center/thought-leadership/spiva/  



The data on GBP denominated funds provides the same message. 

Table 4: UK (GBP) active fund underperformance - 10 years to year-end 2016 

UK equity 
UK large-
/Mid-cap 
eq. 

UK Small-
cap equity 

Europe ex-
UK equity US equity Global 

equity 
Emerging 
market eq. 

74% 77% 76% 74% 91% 94% 93% 

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices (see previous footnote) 

The less-than-zero sum game, combined with broadly efficient markets and a high pool of talent 
competing against itself, drives this inevitable outcome. 

It is worth noting that over the past 15 years in the US, almost 60% of all US equity funds and 50% of 
fixed income funds have either been closed or merged!  In the UK the numbers are little better as only 
840 of the 1,755 GBP funds that were around at the start of the 10-years to year-end 2016 survived i.e. 
48%. 

For a judgemental (active forecasting) approach to be adopted, it is necessary for those managers who 
do beat the markets do so due to skill, not luck, and that they can be identified in advance.  This is a 
topic that we have covered at length before, which is summed up beautifully by the legendary investor, 
Warren Buffett: 

‘Further complicating the search for the rare high-fee manager who is worth his or her pay is the fact 
that some investment professionals, just as some amateurs, will be lucky over short periods. If 1,000 
managers make a market prediction at the beginning of a year, it’s very likely that the calls of at least 
one will be correct for nine consecutive years. Of course, 1,000 monkeys would be just as likely to 
produce a seemingly all-wise prophet. But there would remain a difference: The lucky monkey would 
not find people standing in line to invest with him.’  

Warren Buffett, Letter to Shareholders, Berkshire Hathaway, 2017 (bold type added by Fiscal) 

A recent performance persistence study reviewed by the IRC provides additional insight into this 
problem.  The analysis splits the US fund universe into performance quartiles for one period, being five 
years in the case below to 12/2011, and then analyses how these managers are distributed across 
quartiles in the next period to 12/2016.  The evidence is set out below. 

Table 5: Five-year transition matrix to 31/12/2016 – All US equity  

5 years to 12/2011 Subsequent quartile – Period 2: 5 years to 12/2016 

 No. of 
funds 

Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4 Missing 

Quartile 1 428 20% 19% 21% 28% 11% 

Quartile 2 428 18% 20% 19% 21% 17% 

Quartile 3 428 19% 18% 19% 14% 25% 

Quartile 4 428 19% 19% 18% 13% 28% 

Source: SPIVA (2017) Does Past Performance Matter? The Persistence Scorecard. 



If managers were truly skilled, one would expect a high proportion of those who were 1st quartile in the 
first period (the ‘best’ performers) to be in the first quartile ranking in the second period.  If the top 
quartile ranking in the first period was due to luck, one would expect those in the 1st quartile in the five 
years to 12/2011 to be evenly distributed across the other quartiles in the second five-year period to 
12/2016 i.e. 25% in each.  We see this to be the case.  Only 5% of all funds (25% x 20% from the table 
above) were top quartile in both periods (highlighted in green), or 85 of 1,712 funds.   

Over three consecutive years (2014, 2015, 2016) less than 3% of all US equity funds remained in the 
top quartile each year.  Over 5 consecutive years it is even worse, as explained below: 

‘An inverse relationship generally exists between the measurement time horizon and the ability of top-
performing funds to maintain their status. It is worth noting that less than 1% of large-cap funds and no 
mid-cap or small-cap funds managed to remain in the top quartile at the end of the five-year 
measurement period. This figure paints a negative picture regarding the lack of long-term persistence 
in mutual fund returns.’ 

Studies reviewed by the IRC over the years reveal that very few – generally less than 3% or so – active 
managers appear to be able to deliver skill based returns and take most of the upside for themselves, 
leaving investors with a market-like return.  No meaningful methodology exists to be able to identify 
them in advance. 

The IRC remains confident that a systematic implementation of the investment strategy using low cost, 
institutional quality funds remains the most effective way to capture returns for clients.  

6 Recent research provided superficial support for an active approach 
As has always been stated, the IRC is duty-bound to look at all the evidence available including that 
which does not support its current approach.  One such piece of research2 reviewed during the meeting, 
appeared to raise a challenge, at least superficially.  It analysed the US equity retail mutual fund 
survivor-bias-free database from 1990 to 2013, produced by the Centre for Research in Security Prices 
(CRSP).  The universe was sorted by the degree of ‘active share’ of each fund – i.e. how different the 
portfolio is to its benchmark – and how long, on average, the fund manager held the companies in the 
portfolio for over the past five years.  They concluded: 

Among high Active Share portfolios…only those with patient investment strategies (with holding 
durations of over two years) on average outperform, over 2% per year. 

Cremers & Pareek (2016) 

Two percent outperformance is meaningful and was statistically significant.  However, Albion – on 
further direct questioning with the author – established that the dispersion of fund performance within 
this ‘winning’ cohort was very wide, making manager selection tricky.  Most of the outperformance 
occurred in 2000-2002 and since then, any outperformance is unlikely to be statistically significant i.e. 
we cannot say with any certainty that it is skill based.  The last 15 years has been most challenging for 
active stock pickers. 

As ever, the IRC takes any such research seriously, but in this case remains unconvinced.  The IRC is 
not wedded to a systematic approach but to following where the evidence guides it. 

7 Infrastructure  
The IRC is also responsible for the asset classes that are included in, or excluded from, client portfolios.  
Existing or new asset classes are reviewed from time to time.  The IRC looked at Albion’s review of 
infrastructure investing provided in its Albion Governance Update 13 submitted for the meeting.  Some 
insights are provided below.  

Infrastructure has no industry-wide definition, but can be broadly thought of as the essential networks 

 
2  Cremers M., Pareek, A., (2015), Patient Capital Outperformance: The Investment Skill of High Active Share 

Managers who Trade Frequently.  



and services that are necessary to the proper functioning of global economies3.  Infrastructure makes 
it possible to bring goods and ideas to market4.  It is often split into two main categories: economic 
infrastructure, such as transport, energy and utilities, and communications; and social infrastructure, 
such as healthcare and waste facilities.   

It generally has a number of common features that are distinct from other asset classes: it tends to have 
a captive user/customer base with high stable demand; barriers to entry tend to be high due to the high 
levels of capital required and also the fact that many of these projects are undertaken in a tightly 
regulated environment; assets tend to have long life spans (airports, tunnels, toll bridges) of upwards 
of 50 years in some cases; inelastic demand for the service/facility; and margins tend to be high.   

In practice, the other dimension of infrastructure investment is the development stage of the project.  
This is usually divided into two main categories: brownfield investments, such as long-standing toll 
roads, ports and electricity generation and green-field projects, such as new toll roads, new airports and 
renewable energy projects.  It is evident that infrastructure is a heterogeneous field and return and risks 
are likely to be diverse.  Care needs to be taken in applying a single label to this opportunity. 

The attractiveness of infrastructure derives from the visible and potentially predictable cash flows that 
each project generates.  This could be the income derived from customers of a utility company or the 
future - perhaps government subsidised - income from a renewable energy project, such as offshore 
wind farms.  A simple example would be a toll road or bridge.  The attractiveness and risk to these cash 
flows will vary on a project-to-project basis and the better understood and more certain the volume and 
price function of the project, the more fixed income-like the project may be, and vice versa.  The high, 
stable, inflation-plus cash yield of infrastructure is appealing, but is not easy to capture for retail 
investors. Sovereign wealth funds and major institutional investors are better placed to do so as they 
have the resources, access and assets available to them.  

Manager selection issues for direct investment vehicles such as investment trusts are material.  Due 
diligence on structure, strategy, diversification, competence, fee impact and performance requires 
considerable internal assets to undertake competently.   

The allocation decision requires a detailed insight into the characteristics of the infrastructure 
investment before it can be made with any degree of confidence. The scant data on performance makes 
this extremely difficult. Every product will have a unique risk/return structure. 

The concept is an interesting one, but at present, requires a leap of faith away from better-understood 
risks and their associated premia, which can be captured in a transparent, low cost manner.  It is 
important to remember that to include an allocation to infrastructure requires substituting out a slice of 
diversified risk assets.  The naïve chasing of seemingly attractive returns, falsely smoothed volatility 
and lower-than-reality correlations risks potential surprises down the line.   

The IRC’s recommendation:  Place on long-term watch. 

8 The value of a disciplined approach 
A regular feature of the IRC meetings is a discussion of the value that an advisory firm, such as Fiscal 
Engineers, can deliver by ensuring that its clients remain disciplined in their investing programme and 
regularly rebalancing.   

The IRC reviewed an interesting piece of research produced by Albion that looked at the difference 
between the returns of a number of funds and the returns that investors in those fund actually achieved.  
We have previously referred to this as the ‘behaviour gap’. 

The difference between the two is a result of the investor decisions of when to enter and exit a fund.  
Two cohorts of funds were reviewed.  The first represents Dimensional and Vanguard funds, both of 
which are predominantly recommended by advisers (the former can only be accessed via advisers).  
 
3  Russ, D., Thambiah, Y., Foscari, N., (2010), Can Infrastructure Investing Enhance Portfolio Efficiency? Credit 

Suisse white paper.   
4  Weisdorf, M., Kohn, L., Pollan, L., (2008) Infrastructure Investing: A portfolio diversifier with stable cash 

yields.  JP Morgan Real Estate and Infrastructure white paper. 



The second represents the top 20 performing funds over the past five years, as ranked by the DIY, 
execution-only platform YouInvest.   

The findings revealed a 3% difference between the two cohorts in favour of the systematic - pure asset 
class / passive funds usually offered through advisers over the top 20 best performers ranked by 
YouInvest.  The former displayed a positive ‘behaviour gap’ of around 0.9% per annum and the latter a 
negative outcome of 2.2% per annum (see the table on following page). 

Table 6: Five-year investor returns less five-year fund returns 

Albion clients’ funds YouInvest top 20 performing funds over 5 years to 
10/04/20171 

Dimensional Emerging Mkt Targeted Val C 

Dimensional Emerging Mkts Core Eq Acc 

Dimensional Emerging Mkts Val C GBP 

Dimensional Europe Sm Comp C GBP 

Dimensional European Value C GBP 

Dimensional Global Core Equity C 

Dimensional Global Small Coms GBP Acc 

Dimensional Global Targeted Value C £ 

Dimensional International Core Eq Acc 

Dimensional International Val Acc 

Dimensional UK Core Equity GBP Acc 

Dimensional UK Smaller Coms Acc 

Dimensional UK Value Acc 

Vanguard Emerging Markets Stock Idx GBP 
Acc 

Vanguard FTSE Dev Wld ex UK Eq Idx Acc 

Vanguard FTSE U.K. Eq Inc Idx Acc 

Vanguard Glbl Sm Cap Idx Acc 

Vanguard SRI Global Stock GBP Acc 
 

Dodge & Cox Worldwide US Stock A GBP 

Fidelity American Special Situations 

Fidelity Global Technology A-GBP 

Fundsmith Equity I Acc 

Legg Mason IF Japan Equity B Acc 

M&G Japan Smaller Companies GBP X Acc 

Old Mutual Global Equity A GBP Acc 

Old Mutual North American Eq P GBP Acc 

Old Mutual UK Mid Cap P GBP Acc 

Polar Capital Global Insurance I Acc 

River & Mercantile UK Eq Sm Cos B Acc 

Fidelity America A-GBP 

Fidelity Asian Smaller Cos Y-Acc-GBP 

JPM Europe Smaller Companies I Acc 

JPM US Select C Acc 

L&G Global Health & Pharma Index I Acc 

Lazard European Smaller Coms A Acc 

Old Mutual UK Smlr Coms R GBP Acc 

Schroder Global Healthcare Z Acc 

Schroder UK Smaller Companies Z Acc 
 

AVERAGE RETURNS GAP: +0.87% p.a. AVERAGE RETURNS GAP: -2.21% p.a. 

1Where Albion could not obtain the correct data for the available share class, the data for the cheapest 
alternative share class was used. The funds used are the top 20 performing funds of which data could 
be obtained. Source: AJBell YouInvest “Fund quickrank” tool. Only funds classified as “Equity” broad 
category are used in the analysis. 

It would appear from the above data that advisors not only reduce the returns gap but may potentially 
offer investors a premium over the fund’s return. This could be down to the buy-hold- rebalance strategy 
adopted by many advisors (i.e. buying low, selling high).   The poor outcomes for DIY investors could 
possibly relate to persuasive advertisements and ranking tables leading to short-term performance 



chasing.  It will be interesting to see how many of these funds remain ‘best performers’ in five-years’ 
time, given the performance persistence analysis in Section 6 of this note. 

Fiscal Engineers runs a disciplined and systematic portfolio management process on behalf of its 
clients.  Sticking with the programme, and avoiding such behavioural costs, is key to a successful, long-
term investment experience. 

9 In conclusion 
When investing via a systematic, buy-hold-rebalance approach that selects quality, low-cost, 
institutional funds that seek to capture market returns, change is likely to be rare, considered and 
incremental. 

The role of the IRC is to look critically at all aspects of the programme and to challenge the status quo.  
There are no sacred cows when it comes to the investment programme and any changes will be driven 
only by new evidence available to the Committee.  The evidence threshold for change is naturally high.  
The approach currently adopted is supported extensively by an increasing weight of research and 
empirical data.  It is interesting to note that a recent report by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)5 
was critical of the active management industry, citing many of the pieces of evidenced reviewed by the 
IRC in the past, supporting its position. 

This summary of some of the key topics discussed, hopefully provides insight into the work that goes 
on behind the scenes to ensure the ongoing robustness of client portfolios.  No change, in many 
circumstances, is the right course of action. 

In these somewhat uncertain times, having a strong guiding philosophy and the discipline and fortitude 
to see it through, provides quiet confidence that clients will enjoy a successful investment experience 
over time. 

If you wish to discuss any of the issues raised in this paper, please feel free to give us a call.  

 

 

 

Fiscal Engineers’ Investment & Risk Committee 

Summer 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The value of your investments may fall as well as rise and you may receive less back than you originally 
invested. All content is intended as general information only and does not constitute a personal 
recommendation.  

 
5 FCA (2016), Asset Management Market Survey, Interim Report, MS15.2.2, November, 2016.  www.fca.org.uk  




